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Introduction
The annual global figures for dengue fever (DF) and dengue
haemorrhagic fever (DHF) are about 100 million and half a million respectively,
and 90% of the patients are children <15 years [1]. Case fatality in Asia is 0.5
- 3.5% [2]. The first major epidemic in Sri Lanka was in 1989. The dengue
pandemic in 1998 led to a resurgence of interest in its prevention and
management.
Clearly, early diagnosis and prompt, appropriate treatment of dengue
prevent morbidity and mortality [3]. The majority of adult patients with dengue
recover completely without specific interventions. It is necessary to identify
the minority of patients early in the disease for close monitoring and
appropriately timed fluid therapy to prevent progression to dengue shock
syndrome (DSS). Achieving this requires the ability to predict disease severity.

Predictors of disease severity
Dengue viruses undergo replication within cells of mononuclear
phagocyte lineage. Infection of mast cells, dendritic cells and endothelial
cells also occurs [4,5,6]. The ensuing viraemic phase is followed either by
recovery or progression to DHF or DSS, which is a consequence of plasma
leakage. Peak viraemia correlates with the severity of dengue infection. The
pathogenesis of plasma leakage involves a complex interplay of antibody,
cytokine and cellular immune responses, and understanding this is necessary
for accurate prediction of disease severity.
Secondary dengue infection in the face of sub-neutralising
concentrations of dengue antibodies results in the formation of immune
complexes. The Fc portion of these antibodies binds to Fc receptor bearing
cells. Antibody dependant enhanced infection of target cells leads to increased
viral replication. Certain viral strains have an increased ability to replicate in
target cells and cause severe clinical disease. Even though antibodies are
formed against both structural and non-structural (NS) viral protein after
primary infection, antibodies against viral NS 1 have been shown to induce
endothelial cell apoptosis. An elevated serum level of NS 1 within 72 hours of
the illness identifies patients at risk of developing DHF [7].
Different IgG subclasses vary in their ability to activate the classical
complement pathway. Since complement activation could contribute to
increased vascular permeability and abnormalities in coagulation, the
predominating IgG subclass may also be important in the pathogenesis of
severe disease [8,9]. Total and dengue specific IgE antibody levels are higher
in patients with DHF and DSS compared with those with DF [10]. Anti-platelet
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antibodies are found in higher concentrations in patients with DHF and DSS
compared to DF, and anti-platelet antibodies cause lysis of platelets in the
presence of complement [11]. Induction of thrombocytopenia and the severity
of the disease in secondary dengue virus infections are determined by plateletassociated immunoglobulins involving antidengue virus activity [12]. Humoral
immune responses are modulated during infection by an increase in Blymphocytes and a decrease in T-lymphocytes, which is evident in DHF (13).
A variety of cytokines are produced by dengue virus infected monocytes,
B-lymphocytes, and mast cells. Increased levels of TNFα, IL-6, IL-13 and IL18 have been reported during severe dengue infections. These cytokines
have been implicated in causing increased vascular permeability and shock.
On the other hand, serum IL-12 levels are highest in patients with DF, but
undetectable in patients with grades III and IV DHF [14].
Dengue virus infected dendritic cells produce high levels of TNFα and
IFNα but low levels of IL-12. TNFα prolongs dendritic cell survival by
upregulating anti-apoptotic factors within it. Prolonged survival of dengue
viral infected dendritic cells may contribute towards producing severe dengue
infections [15]. Increased levels of TNFα correlate with haemorrhagic
manifestations. IL-10, by down-regulating platelet function, contributes to
platelet defects associated with dengue infection [16]. Low platelet counts
together with high plasma aspartate aminotransferase (AST) levels have been
reported in DHF. Normal AST is a strong negative predictor of subsequent
DHF [17].
It would be evident that accurate prediction of disease severity in dengue
requires information such as viral serotype, serum levels of NS protein 1, IgG
subclass, dengue specific and total IgE, serum concentration of antiplatelet
antibodies, and levels of cytokines such as TNFα , IFNα and IL-10. The lack
of such information to clinicians at the point of delivery of care leaves them
with no option but to rely on clinical variables to predict disease severity. For
example, children with dengue fever who had drowsiness, retro-orbital pain, a
positive tourniquet test and platelet counts below 50 000/µl were more likely
to develop complications [18].
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From a practical point of view, reduction in the morbidity and mortality
of dengue resides firstly in early diagnosis and then on the ability to identify
early the minority of patients with a propensity to develop severe disease.
Diffuse blanching erythema is a very useful sign in the early clinical diagnosis
of dengue in adults during epidemics [3,17]. Serological confirmation is not
an absolute requirement for management and should be requested if there is
a doubt in the diagnosis, specially to differentiate dengue from other febrile
illnesses with myalgia such as leptospirosis. Patients with a normal sensorium,
good peripheral circulation, bounding pulse, capillary refilling time <2 seconds,
posterior cervical lymphadenopathy and platelet counts >50 000/ µl are likely
to make an uneventful recovery, and will only require judicious fluid therapy,
usually about 1500 ml of isotonic saline over 24 hours. The vast majority of
dengue patients fall into this category. Patients with a pulse pressure of
<20 mm Hg and poor capillary refilling will require aggressive fluid therapy to
prevent progression to DSS. The volume and quality of fluid infused should
be dictated by clinical judgement and changes in clinical variables, particularly
pulse pressure, haematocrit and platelet count.
Peripheral pulse, capillary refill time, and pulse pressure are the most
important variables on which to base decisions on interventions at all levels
of care. However, in difficult and ambiguous situations, seeking additional
information on predictors of disease severity and capillary leakage facilitates
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decision making. These include cervical lymphadenopathy,
acute right hypochondrial pain and tenderness, retroorbital pain, altered senorium, pleural effusions, ascites,
oedematous gallbladder on ultrasonography, positive
tourniquet test, platelet count, and AST levels. Cervical
lymphadenopathy and normal AST levels are strong
negative predictors of dengue fever progressing to DHF
or DSS.
Clinicians need to be cautioned against over-zealous
fluid therapy in haemodynamically stable patients even in
the presence of extensive blotchy erythema, and the above
mentioned predictors of disease severity, which imply
incipient increase in vascular permeability, as they are
vulnerable to fluid overloading and mortality. A dynamic
approach is needed, with subtle adjustments to fluid
therapy in order to strike the correct balance between fluid
therapy to offset a drop in the pulse pressure and slow
capillary filling on the one hand, and reduction of fluids to
avoid compromising haemodynamics on the other.
Thrombocytopenia is common in dengue. However,
neither its usefulness in predicting the development of
haemorrhagic complications nor the critical level of
thrombocytopenia associated with bleeding have been
clearly defined. Compounding the dilemma is the lack of
guidelines on its management. Consequently, clinicians
tend to try out different regimens of intravenous fluids,
plasma, and platelet transfusions, or observe patients
without interventions. This has resulted in unnecessary
transfers to tertiary care hospitals, as well as irrational
platelet transfusions and fluid overloading with
complications such as pleural effusion, ascites, and
pulmonary oedema. Platelet transfusions are hardly ever
required even with counts as low as 10 000/µl because the
circulating platelets are haematologically active and
sufficient to prevent bleeding due to thrombocytopenia.
The survival of transfused platelets is anyway very short
in cases of DSS [19]. In general, platelet transfusions
should be given when there are serious haemorrhagic
manifestations. Transfusion requirements correlate with
the occurrence of bleeding in the gastrointestinal tract
but not with the platelet count [20]. There is no place for
prophylactic platelet transfusions [21]. There is some
evidence that fresh frozen plasma may be a useful and
safer therapeutic option than platelet transfusions in
selected patients with severe thrombocytopenia early in
the disease [22].

Conclusion
Early recognition of clinical predictors of disease
severity, avoiding unnecessary platelet transfusions, and
judicious fluid therapy early in the disease are of crucial
importance in the management of dengue. Clinical variables
such as pulse pressure, capillary refill time and haematocrit
play a vital role in selection of patients for interventions
as well as optimisation of fluid therapy to reduce morbidity
and mortality.
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Each man kills the thing he loves
Yet each man kills the thing he loves,
By each let this be heard,
Some do it with a bitter look,
Some with a flattering word,
The coward does it with a kiss,
The brave man with a sword!
Some kill their love when they are young,
And some when they are old;
Some strangle with the hands of lust,
Some with the hands of gold:
The kindest use a knife, because
The dead so soon grow cold
Some love too little, some too long,
Some sell, and others buy;
Some do the deed with many tears,
And some without a sigh:
For each man kills the thing he loves,
Yet each man does not die.
He does not die a death of shame
On a day of dark disgrace,
Nor have a noose about his neck,
Nor a cloth upon his face,
Nor drop feet foremost through the floor
Into an empty space.
From: The Ballad of Reading Gaol. Oscar Wilde, Irish playwright, poet, epigrammatist and essayist (1856 - 1900)
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